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About This Game

Bomight is a short time attack platformer.Find and defeat the purple demon in as short a time as possible.

What you have to to do.

1:Get 3 keys from large enemies.

2:Open the gate with that 3 keys.

3:Defeat the purple demon.
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I love THIS game!
And u should try ! :D

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQit-hIZgaA&feature=youtu.be. Gimbal, a hidden gem in the steam store
Most of the gameplay depends if you want to build or pilot ships

For the newcomers, the public servers is not that great in terms of ranking up
Host your own server, password locked for single player
Or contact me on the forums, i'll try to get a group of people to join my server.
Read the forums, you'll understand why i have said what i have said.. Fun for the first 5 minutes. The difficulty curve is insande
an unsustainable after 5 minutes. Can't even exit the game, you need to close it through task manager.. 10\/10 Would pet that
dog again. What a good boy!. This is a neat little puzzle game overall. Controls are dead simple, and the graphics are overall OK.
There is basically one music track throughout that, while good in and of itself, got annoying to hear after awhile. Also, the
camera work really made me nauseous and I had to stop after 15 mins. Too bad really...it's definitely a nice relaxing sort of
puzzle game otherwise.
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This game is very well done enjoying it 100%. This game is excellent. Has a few rough edges but thats it. For EA this is
incredible. And to think 1 guy and a couple friends. If you like everspace this is a must. I like this better than everspace, every
thing i didn't like in everspace is improved on in this game. Out of the ship is the area that i think could be improved on, such as
walking it looks a little to robotic. Voice acting is meh...I love the combat. I would pay 30.00 and feel comfortable. First hour is
more or less a tutorial and I like where I believe it's going.. I enjoyed this series. The puzzles were not too challenging, great
game to relax with after a long day.. I approve of this game!
And I totally see how it could grow to become a bit of an e-sport or something in the future because it's totally fun to watch
others play as well!
. The game is fun, but I can't justify spending money on it. I did laugh a few times but whatever. I recommend if you have some
money to spare.. Shou Tucker simulator is a great game. THIS GAME HAS PEPE ICON, INSTANT GOTY

THEY REMOVED IT WTF. 10\/10 best raid mode character would 10\/10 again. get horrible stutter when my steering wheel is
connected and I am not the only one. Definitely would not recomment. It's a sliding block puzzle game where the characters try
to get you to kill yourself irl.
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